
Tyumen



  Tyumen is the largest city and the administrative center of Tyumen 
Oblast, located on the Tura. Today Tyumen is one of Russia's most 
important business centers, it is also prominent in the political and 
cultural life of the country.
  Tyumen rapidly developed from a small military settlement to a large 
commercial and industrial city. The central district of Old Tyumen 
retains many historic buildings from throughout the city's history. 

Tyumen



  In recent years the city considerably changed. 
New residential districts are built, highways and 
bridges are built, streets are expanded. Feature of 
Tyumen is the combination of the modern city 
and old "capital of villages". 
  We are residents of Tyumen we are proud of the 
drama theater with its rich history and traditions. 
In our city there are many libraries, including one 
of the largest in Western Siberia the Tyumen 
regional scientific library of D. I. Mendeleyev, and 
also a set of theaters, museums, monuments and 
hotels.

Sights of Tyumen



  Bridge of Lovers in Tyumen is the most romantic place of the city and 
one of its main sights. The bridge in Central federal district of Tyumen 
connects coast of Tura.

Bridge of Lovers



The old bridge of lovers

Bridge of Lovers



Square of the Sun is located in Tyumen at the intersection of 
Pervomayskaya street and Lenina street in the Central 
administrative district of the city. 

 Square Of The Sun 



  The five-storey Palace with columns and front facade, adorns the 
square in Tyumen. This is a new drama theatre. It something resembles 
a Large Moscow theatre - their shapes, moldings, columns.

Drama theater



Drama theater



The monument was established in the downtown where a 
lot of people walk. Actually it is a memorial moneybox.

Monument to a stray dog



Monument to a stray dog



Embankment of Tura river - one of the favorite places of 
recreation for residents of Tyumen. This is a place that 
offers a peaceful walk along the river and relax.

Embankment of Tura river
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Hotel «Vostok»



Hotel «Vostok»



  In Tyumen has unusual Square Cats, which features twelve different 
sculptures of these animals. They are made of cast iron and coated 
with a special Golden paint.

Square Siberian cats



Square Siberian cats



 Area of memory is one of the most popular places of Tyumen. Here 
is a memorial to the Tyumen people who died in the great Patriotic 
war.

Area of memory
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  In Tyumen many beautiful sights that will 
attract tourists. Tyumen is a very interesting city. 
It has its own unique features that attract people.


